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+ Reliable.
What is QUINTARA® Secure Server?
QUINTARA® Secure Server, powered by Quintara®, is a pre-packaged webbased e-mail server solution that provides reliable messaging services and
allows users to access their e-mail from any client computer having Internet
access and a supported web browser. Developed by Brilliant Systems, running
on HP’s Integrity and AlphaServer platforms, and available directly from
Brilliant Systems, QUINTARA Secure Server delivers a powerful web-based
messaging solution based on a rock-solid server platform.

How is it packaged?
QUINTARA Secure Server is available as a pre-packaged system on HP
Integrity and AlphaServer platforms. It comes complete with the hardware
sized and configured to meet your specific needs. The software is completely
pre-installed and ready to operate when the system arrives at your site. The
software includes the latest version of the HP OpenVMS operating system, HP
TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS, which includes support for SSH. One year of
support for operating system and pre-installed software is included. Support
includes software updates to Quintara, protecting your investment and assuring
that the latest features are available for the users.
Quintara software-only packages are also available for customers wishing to
install on existing hardware. Customer-supplied hardware must meet minimum
supported hardware and operating system requirements.
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The Quintara interface hierarchy. The Quintara integrated interface provides a consistent access
method for all product features for users and administrators.

Where Can It Be Deployed?
QUINTARA Secure Server is ideally suited to any environment where fast and
secure global e-mail access is required. E-mail resides on the server, not on the
client, making it accessible by the user from any supported browser, anywhere
on the Internet, anytime. It's a perfect solution for providing e-mail access for:
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+ Secure.
+ K-12 schools, colleges, and universities
Perfect for busy computer labs accommodating large transient student
population, as well as faculty and staff, that require easy, reliable e-mail
access.
+ Internet providers
Offer reliable web-based e-mail access to your online customers. Web-based
e-mail allows users to standardize their accounts with one provider, even
when they travel, a huge value-added service.
+ Businesses with telecommuting employees
Web-based e-mail works virtually anywhere an Internet-connected supported
client exists. Traveling employees will love it. Managers will love the fact
that the server and sensitive company data resides on-site, not at some third
party service provider. Companies can control their own critical
communications system.
+ Public sector, government, health care
Quintara’s simple interface is fast. Communicate important messages quickly
and efficiently. Platform independence allows immediate connectivity in
mobile command center and disaster response circumstances.

What are the major benefits?
QUINTARA Secure Server offers a reliable, secure, single-package solution to
e-mail messaging. Initial configuration and installation is simple, and system
management and administration needs over the life of the solution are
minimal.
End users can be assured of a dependable messaging solution that integrates
an easy-to-use interface with important tools like junkmail filtering and virus
scanning. Administrators can rely on QUINTARA Secure Server to be on the
job 24x7 without having to devote additional IT support resources to
managing the solution.

How much does it cost?
QUINTARA Secure Server is aggressively priced and offers a tremendous
value while maintaining a highly competitive per-seat ownership cost.
Available in user capacities from 8 to 49152 and above, QUINTARA Secure
Server is a great deal.

How do I learn more?
For more information about QUINTARA Secure Server please contact Brilliant
Systems directly or visit https://tryquintara.com
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+ Friendly.
Unique Features
QUINTARA Secure Server’s user interface provides a simple and consistent
web-based method for accessing all its e-mail messaging functions, as well as
additional product features like calendar, notebook, personal file share, and
system administration. The interface hierarchy is described graphically in the
figure at the bottom of page 2. The next few pages summarize the exciting
features Quintara offers for accessing e-mail via the web through an easy-tolearn, simple and intuitive user interface.
Browser Friendly
Quintara works with popular browsers like Firefox, Netscape, Mozilla, Safari,
Opera, and Internet Explorer. No other client software is required.

Viewing a list of messages in a folder. The number displayed per page is user configurable.
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+ Easy to Use.
Quintara does not use Javascript or Java applets, making performance better
and allowing greater compatibility and reliability with older browser versions.
Quintara also does not use browser cookies and does not store state
information or e-mail data on the client computer, protecting security and
completely eliminating dependence upon the client.
Secure Access
SSL encryption protects browser-to-server connections from unauthorized
interception. A robust multi-level authentication scheme with active break-in
evasion protects access to user accounts, and offers solid protection against
unauthorized account use. Server sessions automatically expire after an
administrator-specified time period. Users are reminded to log out when they
are finished.
Flexible Message Support
For enhanced security, Quintara automatically displays only the text portion of
HTML-formatted messages. The HTML part is optionally displayed when the
user chooses to view the message as a web page. The user also has the
choice to safely view the actual HTML code contained in the message without
the browser rendering it.
Many types of invasive e-mails use the automatic HTML view feature of
desktop e-mail software to ‘close-the-loop’ and verify that a user’s e-mail
address is valid, and in return, they continue to send junk mail. The HTML view
feature also enhances printability. By opening the HTML formatted part of the
message in its own browser window, it is easy to print the page.
Attachments
Quintara makes it easy to send and receive binary file attachments so you can
easily exchange word processing documents, spreadsheets, pictures, sound
files, and more. Received messages containing file attachments provide a
simple link to view or download the attachment file(s), and content type and
file name are also displayed.
Integrated Virus Scanning
Quintara includes an integrated virus scanner which automatically scans e-mail
attachments for viruses. If an attached file is found to be infected, the user is
warned, and the offending file cannot be downloaded by the user. This pointof-use scanning significantly reduces server loading and significantly increases
security over traditional non-interactive batch scanning.
Integrated Spam Filtering
Quintara includes an integrated junk filter based on adaptive user
configurable rules and uses a multi-layer algorithm to authenticate messages.

tryquintara.com
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+ Informative.
Easy Message Organization and Storage
Quintara makes it simple to manage received messages with both systemprovided and user-created folders. New messages are received into the
system-provided NEWMAIL folder, deleted messages are moved automatically
to the system-provided WASTEBASKET folder for user review before emptying.
If junk filtering is enabled, junk messages are delivered to the system-provided
JUNKMAIL folder, which is automatically purged. The automatic junk purge
delay is user selectable.
Users can create their own folders to help classify and store messages based
on their own preferences. Empty folders are automatically removed when
emptied. Users can optionally save a copy of all outbound messages they send
in the system-provided SENT_MAIL folder.
Folder message lists are easy-to-read and clearly indicate key information from
the message header (subject, sender, and arrival date and time) making it
easy to visually discern useful messages from junk mail clutter. Message lists
are paginated into manageable length pages, with simple and direct
navigation links at the bottom of each page.
Messages can be selected individually with checkboxes, or specified as a
numeric range, making it easy to move or delete large groups of messages
quickly and safely.
Monospace or Proportional Font
While reading a message, Quintara allows the user to switch the font used to
display the message body. Certain types of text messages, especially tabular
lists and source code listings are easier to read in a monospace font. Regular
correspondence is more easily read with a proportional font. Clicking a link
makes the font choice easy. The currently selected font is also used for the
printer-friendly message view.
Message Diagnostics
Quintara makes it easy to view the complete RFC headers for an e-mail
message by clicking on the link provided in the message header summary. This
is a helpful tool for troubleshooting or investigating e-mail delivery problems.
The header view is printer-friendly.
Powerful Message Search
Quintara offers powerful message search capabilities. Messages in the user’s
entire message database can be searched based on a variety of keyword
criteria including sender, recipient, subject, message body, and marked
messages, as well as user-defined date ranges. The logical relationship of
search criteria can be selected as logical OR or logical AND. Search
operations can be limited to specific folders. Search results are selectable and
make moving or deleting single or multiple messages easily.
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+ Helpful.
Printing Made Easy
Quintara offers a printer-friendly viewing option that makes it easy to print
messages. Calendar views can be downloaded as color PDF files.
Customized Personality
A user-definable 'tagline' (personal name) allows users to add a unique text
string that appears next to their e-mail address in the outbound message
header. Users can also create a personalized message signature that is
automatically appended to their outbound messages.
Simple Compose, Reply and Forward
Quintara makes it easy to send messages. With a few simple steps, a message
can be sent to any addressee or list of addressees. Individual SMTP addresses
can be entered manually, or selected from the personal address book. Since

Current month view for personal calendar. View is also downloadable as a color PDF.
tryquintara.com
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+ Reduced Junk.
address book information is safely stored on the Quintara server, it is
accessible to the user from a Quintara session, anywhere in the world.
The reply and forward features are also easy to use. Reply supports automatic
pointer insertion to mark lines in the original message for easier editing of the
reply body. Reply also permits sending the response to all the original
message recipients (reply to all). The forward function allows messages with
attachments to be forwarded intact without additional user interaction.
Spell Checking
Quintara provides a simple, fast spell checking tool for checking your
messages before you send them. Your message is checked against an
integrated default dictionary, a site-specific dictionary, and your personal
dictionary that you can easily add words to yourself.

Result of a spell check on a message being composed. User can choose corrections and continue.

Personal Address Book
Quintara offers a user-friendly personal address book for managing contacts.
Address book entries support commonly used data fields such as name,
telephone numbers, mailing address, company, and a descriptive memo.
Address book data can be imported from popular desktop e-mail clients.
8
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+ Great Value.

Viewing the personal address book. Clicking the nickname displays printable details for entry.

Address book data can also be exported to a comma- or tab-delimited text file
for use in other desktop application software. Adding the sender of a message
to the address book is easy as well. A link is provided to add the sender to
the personal address book without interrupting the view of the current message
being displayed.
Personal Distribution Lists
The Quintara personal address book offers a simple approach for creating
personal group distribution lists containing addressees from the personal
address book. Group assignments are made with a simple checkbox click on
the addressee’s contact information edit page. Group list names can be
customized by the user. Sending a message to a group is as easy as selecting
the group from the personal address book drop-down menu when composing
a message. Users can also create mass mailing lists separately with the
integrated mailing list feature.

Easy Navigation
Quintara provides a straightforward user interface that allows easy access to
all the software features. Primary task access is through a two-tier navigation
bar present at the top of all the Quintara pages. Active functions are
highlighted in gray, identifying which task is currently in use. Major program
function links are in the top row, including Read, Compose, Search, Profile,
Help, and Logout. The second row of links is dynamic and changes depending
upon the current task.

tryquintara.com
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+ Manageable.
Clean And Crisp
The Quintara interface is clean, crisp, and doesn’t contain burdensome
graphics or excessive text. This direct approach makes program use easy,
even for users with slower dialup Internet connections. Consistent command
styles and color schemes help streamline the recognition and learning process.
Program functions and user options are limited to those most commonly
needed. This philosophy makes the Quintara interface easy to learn.

Helpful Status Updates
Starting when the user first logs in and continuing throughout the Quintara
session, the powerful status updating feature of Quintara keeps the user
informed. A straightforward account status page is displayed when the user
logs in, and includes basic information such as disk space used, the number of
new messages waiting to be read, previous login information, and systemspecific information such as the idle timeout period, and administrator-provided
warning messages.
Each major operation performed by the user results in a status page. The user
is always informed when they have successfully performed a function.

Standards Compliance
Quintara has been developed in accordance with accepted industry-wide RFC
standards for SMTP message interchange, calendar data interchange, and
accepted formats for delimited text data exchange.

Integrated Junk Filtering
QUINTARA Secure Server features Brilliant Systems’ Yorba® junkmail filtering
software. Key features include easy user configuration, dynamic user-definable
delivery rules, and simple seamless integration with other Quintara features.
Yorba allows users to establish their own junk mail filtration rules, working
from suggested default settings. Users can reconfigure and maintain their rule
settings as their needs change. Junk messages are delivered to a dedicated
junk folder for user review and automatic deletion. No message is ever ‘lost’
without the user’s prior interaction. Yorba’s user interface is a natural extension
of the Quintara user interface, allowing the most important part of the e-mail
message flow, the users, to participate directly in making decisions about the
messages that are important to them.

Online Help
Quintara provides basic online help resources within the interface, making it
easy to learn how to perform a task or understand why an error occurred. The
10
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+ It’s Dynamic.
Quintara help page opens in a separate browser window so users can browse
the help without interrupting their session.

Integrated Server Management
Quintara features extensive web-based server management tools for managing
the server hardware, user accounts, and performing administrative functions.
For security reasons, administrative functions are split into several tiers,
allowing only designated personnel to have access to specific functions.
Basic system administration tasks include:
+
+
+
+
+

Adding user accounts
Modifying, disabling or removing accounts
Listing accounts and disk space utilization
Viewing current active user sessions
Check system status

Advanced system administration tasks include:
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Enabling designated basic administrators
Enabling the external field service account
Viewing system error reports
Enable SSH terminal access for advanced management
Setting system time, time zone and daylight saving rule
View server component configuration parameters
SSL certificate maintenance

Many other system management tasks can be performed through the Quintara
server management interface, providing a single point of access for managing
and maintaining a Secure Server system. No additional software is needed to
set up or maintain the server.
Learning the system management interface is very straightforward since the
interface is very similar to the standard Quintara function interface.
Specialized administrative help is also available as a separately-appearing
browser window for assistance when performing system management tasks.

Customer Driven, Lasting Value
QUINTARA Secure Server is a customer-driven product. Our product
development is based on real customer needs. By working as a team with
customers, we offer a complete solution for web-based e-mail access and
personal productivity needs. Investment in QUINTARA Secure Server is an
investment in a quality product that will always strive to meet your needs.
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